one dystrophies (CODs) refer to a group of inherited retinal diseases with predominantly cone impairment. CODs are characterized by photophobia, reduced visual acuity, dyschromatopsia, and abnormal cone electroretinographic recordings. 1 CODs may be stationary (mostly achromatopsia) or progressive. Progressive CODs are frequently associated with less severe or later rod involvement and are called cone-rod dystrophies (CORDs) if combined with rod dysfunction. CODs occurring in later childhood or in adulthood are usually progressive, 1 while CODs manifesting in infancy may be stationary or progressive.
To date, associations with CODs have been reported for mutations in 28 genes according to an online database (RetNet [https://sph.uth.edu/Retnet/]). Previous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] used various strategies to evaluate mutations in 25 of 28 genes among a cohort of unrelated Chinese patients with CODs. However, mutations in these genes were identified in only about onefifth of the patients, suggesting that a genetic cause for most patients remains to be identified. The cone cyclic nucleotide-gated channel is composed of a heterotetrameric complex of CNGA3 and CNGB3, which are encoded by the CNGA3 gene (OMIM 600053) and the CNGB3 gene (OMIM 605080), respectively. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Mutations in CNGB3
are the most common cause of achromatopsia 7, 12 but are a rare cause of CORDs. 13, 14 On the other hand, mutations in CNGA3 are a common cause of stationary COD (achromatopsia) 15, 16 but are not generally considered a cause of other retinal dystrophies according to a database (RetNet), although CNGA3
Supplemental content at jamaophthalmology.com sive COD. 13, 15, 16 Other studies 14, 18 have shown the occurrence of progressive cone degeneration in achromatopsia. These findings suggest that the CNGA3 mutation is a good candidate for achromatopsia and for other forms of retinal dystrophies. To date, the CNGA3 gene has not been systematically analyzed in Chinese patients with achromatopsia, CORDs, or LCA. This study used Sanger sequencing to analyze the coding exons and their adjacent intronic regions of CNGA3 in 267 Chinese unrelated probands with CODs or LCA.
Methods

Patients
This study was approved by the institutional review board of the Zhongshan Ophthalmic Center, Guangzhou, China. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants or their guardians before the study. In total, 267 Chinese unrelated probands, including 138 families with CODs and 129 families with LCA, were selected from the genomic DNA repository established by our team at the Zhongshan Ophthalmic Center in 1996. Using a method described previously, 19 genomic DNA was prepared from venous leukocytes from the proband of each family and from some family members, as well as 96 unrelated healthy control subjects from a previous study. 20 
Mutation Screening
Nine pairs of primers were used to amplify 7 coding exons and adjacent regions of CNGA3; all were designed using Primer3 online tools (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/) 21 
Results
Mutations Detected
Complete sequencing analysis of CNGA3 in 267 probands revealed 39 variants ( 
Abbreviations: F, forward; R, reverse. a The annealing temperature was 65°C to 58°C. All 46 probands with homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations were identified from 138 probands with CODs ( Table 3) . Family members were available for 17 of 46 probands with CNGA3 mutations. Analysis of the family members of 17 probands demonstrated that the mutations were well segregated with the disease in the 17 families (Figure) . None of 129 probands with LCA had homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations in CNGA3. No additional analysis was conducted for 9 probands with heterozygous variation alone because none of the probands' families demonstrated a pedigree pattern of autosomal dominant inheritance.
Clinical Information
Available clinical data for 46 probands with CNGA3 mutations are summarized in Table 3 . All probands with CNGA3 mutations had photophobia or poor vision in early childhood, and all but 2 underwent their first ophthalmologic examination before age 10 years. The 46 probands with CODs and CNGA3 mutations can be classified into 2 subgroups based on electroretinographic recordings: 18 probands probably had achromatopsia because they had different degrees of reduced cone responses, and 28 probands likely had CORDs owing to reduced cone responses and less severe reduced rod responses.
Discussion
Previously, CNGA3 mutations had been reported in 81 families, including 76 families with total color blindness (or achromatopsia), 13,15,16,27- 16 also indicated that CNGA3 mutations detected in achromatopsia were also present in patients with CORDs. In the present study, CNGA3 mutations were identified in 46 of 138 families (33.3%) with CODs, including 28 families with CORDs and 18 families with achromatopsia. The finding that most of the 46 families with CNGA3 mutations had CORDs was unexpected because mutations in CNGA3 are generally considered a common cause of achromatopsia, in which usually only cone photoreceptors are affected by the mutations. The detection of mutations in about one-fifth of Chinese probands with CORDs by systematic analysis of 25 CORD-associated genes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] revealed that the finding of 28 probands with CORDs and CNGA3 mutations was greater than the number of patients with mutations detected among all 25 CORD-associated genes. This large number might increase with age because some of the achromatopsia probands with CNGA3 mutations may have progressed to having CORDs. These data indicate that CNGA3 mutations may be the 
